
1st XI 2014 season report. 

The 2014 season, the clubs first in Division one of the Norfolk Alliance began with high hopes 

following the recruitment of 5 new or returning players into the first team pool, all with a good 

pedigree. Dave Maskell and Dave Adams previous tormentors from Saxlingham joined to bolster the 

top order, All-rounder  Joe Heather who had moved to the area having previously played most of his 

cricket for Cambridge Granta in the EAPL and The Mann twins (All rounder Ben and Keeper Batsman 

Sam) returned from Old Buckingham. 

Ultimately however the season ended in disappointment with relegation back to division 2, losing 13 

games (4 more than bottom placed Bradfield!) and finishing 30 pts adrift of safety. 

Throughout the season, Melton competed in most games, only really being thoroughly outplayed on 

2 occasions, both against Horsford where their batting depth on our first encounter easily saw them 

overhaul our total of 256-8 for the loss of only 3 wickets and then at Manor Park where a 

remarkable innings of 140* from Horsford skipper Matt Wilkinson saw the opposition chase our 

total 8 wickets down.  

The most notable difference in stepping up to the first division was clear to see from week one at 

Topcroft, when we arrived all of the opposition were midway through their warm up and /or having 

a hit using the bowling machine. This was the case for 90% of the games we played, the opposition 

were always on the ground earlier than us and usually more prepared because of it. This is 

something that will need to improve if we are to progress not only back to but to the upper end of 

division 1. 

In terms of ability, there was not much separating the sides in division 1 finishing between 3rd and 

9th. There was a similar strength to most of the opposition we played. One of the other main issues 

was that although we had a good enough squad of players, vary rarely did we get the same 11 out 

on the field, which coupled with some variable batting form, caused us to not excel as we would 

hope with the willow and ultimately this is why we lost a number of close games that we could have 

easily won (Beccles at home losing by 1 run, Mattishall away losing by 29 runs with Maskell 89*).  

Throughout the season there was a good consistency with the ball and generally we fielded well, 

however there is always room for improvement in the field.  

There were some notable individual performances during the course of the season, Most notably 

Martyn Cook (130) and Chris Greenslade (72)  sharing  a club record 5th wicket partnership of 193 to 

recover a faltering innings at home against Mattishall to end up posting and imposing 299-7. 

Martyn produced his best ever first team return of 433 runs @28.87 which was a fantastic effort. 

There were other notable innings including Dave Adams making his maiden half century (60*) whilst 

suffering from illness at Bradfield. Dave Maskell as mentioned made a solid 89 not out and was left 

high and dry at Mattishall and Marcus Godbold made an entertaining 70 away at Stow. 

There was more to shout about with the ball as Olly Harris continued his good 2013 form and ended 

up top performer taking 31 wickets @ 16.39 and earning him player of the year. Joe Heather took 22 

wickets @18.95 showing his liking of hoovering up the opposition tails. Kieran Pask returned halfway 



through the season to take 15 wickets in 6 games @ 16.33 and the evergreen Rob Sims took 22 

wickets @21.00. Notable performances included Harris taking 5-43 at Brooke, Pask taking 6-32 at 

home against Beccles and Heather taking 5-40 at Garboldisham. 

It was pleasing to see young players stepping up to the mark when required this season with Michael 

Farmer impressing when called upon, taking 3-22 away to Mattishall, Darshan Rai taking 3-43 at 

stow with a fantastic aggressive bowling performance and the pick of the bunch Alex “Chalky” 

Rennie taking 5-35 in the last game of the season at Acle having broken in to the side earlier in the 

season and performing consistently well. Young wicketkeeper Batsman Joey Greenslade also came 

into the side for the last few games and did a good job with 17* at Stow taking us passed a batting 

point and also keeping well. 

Although relegation to division 2 was a disappointment, it allows us to regroup and build again with 

maybe more emphasis on preparation for when we hopefully return to Division one which is 

certainly achievable given the squad strength. 

I would finally like to express my thanks to everyone who put in time and effort to enable us to play 

the game we enjoy on Saturdays – mainly to the groundsman Mike and Grenners for producing a 

fantastic surface and surroundings to play on and also to those who provide teas, umpire, score, 

provide match reports, collect monies, tidy up the pavilion after we have left or simply come along 

to give support. 

Onwards and upwards for 2015. 

Richard Waddell, 1st team captain. 


